
40.b. Octroi, Entry, Toll tax : a) Entry tax is applicable in the state of Bihar for goods 
entering into the state of Bihar from outside state as per Bihar VAT act 2005. 
Tenderers are requested to visit the site www.biharcommercialtax.gov.in site and 
ascertain the applicable rate of entry tax for the tendered item before quoting. 
b) Contractor while quoting should specifically quote Entry Tax in their offers. In 
case entry tax is not specially quoted, it will construed that entry tax element is 
already included in their offered rates. In other words, liability of entry tax is on 
firm’s account hence Railway will deduct the applicable entry tax from the firm’s bill. 
c) Entry Tax/Octroi as applicable, if any, shall be borne/included by the firm. 
However, if a firm wants to indicate ET separately, ET amount per unit should be 
quoted in the ‘Other Charges’ column of ‘Tabulation Statement of Financial Bid of 
IREPS’ only. If a firm in its offer gives remarks-Entry Tax extra, Entry Tax on 
purchaser’s account etc., elsewhere in its offer, then, the same shall be ignored and 
it will be considered that, the ET is borne by the firm. 
d) If SVC is applicable, then in the event of increase of Entry Tax/Octroi during the 
original currency of contract, the increased Entry Tax/Octroi will be reimbursed 
against documentary evidence. Similarly in case of decrease in the rate of ET, the 
differential amount will be deducted from the firm’s bill. 
e) Where, as per contract, the entry tax is on firm’s accounts; the payment will be 
made to firm only after deduction of applicable entry tax from firm’s bill. 
f) Online Road Permit/Way Bill has to be mandatorily issued by EC Rly for goods 
entering into the state of Bihar from outside state being registered dealer. Issue of 
Road Permit/Way Bill tantamount to payment of applicable Entry Tax by Rlys. in all 
cases where goods is entering into the state of Bihar form outside state. 
g) Before dispatch of materials, firm should ensure to obtain the online line Road 
Permit/Way Bill from consignee. For this, firm should apply within delivery period. If 
the request of the firm is found to be in order and as per contract terms and 
condition then the online Road Permit /Way bill will issued. Firm should note that if 
they apply without details, their request cannot be processed. Hence, online Road 
Permit/Way Bill cannot be issued to them. 
h) The issued online Road Permit/Way Bill will be in form of 16 digit numeral. The 
online Way Bill be valid for a limited period of time only depending upon distance 
from origin to destination (i.e. from seven days to 21 days). This online Way Bill 
through 16 digit numeral is to be produced before the check post authorities at the 
entrance of state of Bihar within the validity period only. This 16 digit numeral and 
validity period will be communicated to supplier/Contractor. 
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i) If for any reason, the consignment could not enter into the state of Bihar within 
validity of online Way Bill then the request for either cancellation/extension of 
validity to be made immediately with the reason for such cancellation/extension. 
Only after getting the valid on line Way Bill, Consignment should approach the 
check post authority for entering into the state of Bihar. 
j) If due to any incorrect/wrong information furnished by firm while applying for 
online Way Bill or entering the check post without Way Bill/Valid Way Bill, any 
penalty is imposed by commercial Tax authority /check post will be on firm’s 
account only and Rlys. will not refund the same. Moreover, if any loss is suffered by 
the firm due to same such as detention of lorry, wastage of materials etc. the same 
will be on firm’s account s only and Rlys. will not entertain any such claim for 
refund, damages etc. 
k) In the event of tenderers bearing Entry Tax and not seeking way bill from the 
purchaser, they should submit documentary evidence, along with the supply, for 
having paid Entry Tax while entering into the State of Bihar for submission to State 
Govt. authorities. In the absence of the documentary evidence from the supplier, 



Entry Tax as applicable for the subject goods will be deducted from the firm’s bills 
for supply of materials to the consignees in Bihar. Any liability arising from the 
default in payment of Entry Tax at the check post before entry into Bihar shall be on 
firm’s account. 
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